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What’s next?







198 GB 
dataset

23 billion 
parameters

175 billion 
parameters

45 TB 
dataset

What is a Language Model?

Gigantic 
unlabelled

training 
data sets

Billions of 
parameters 

in 
transformer 

model

Contextualized understanding of words of a language

OpenAI GPT-3
NorwAI GPT-23B



• Encoder-Decoder model based 
on (self-) attention mechanism

• Regardless of sequence length, 
capture long-term dependencies 
between input and output and 
allow more parallelization.

• Basically targeting for translation 
tasks (WMT’14 EN-GE, EN-FR), it 
achieved state of the art BLEU 
score.

Transformer

Vaswani, Ashish, et al.(2017). Attention is all you need. Advances in neural information processing systems, 30.



Motivation for a large Norwegian GPT Model

Data Protection and Privacy Limited support for low-to-medium resource languages 

Large tech companies, typically based in the United States, are 
the main driving forces behind commercial LLMs.

GPT-3 Training Dataset Statistics



Generative Language Models for Norwegian

Challenges:

- Limited availability of 
Norwegian Text

- Finding sufficient 
computational resources 
(Idun)

- Implementing a software 
stack to make the model 
accessible

Goal: Develop a GPT model that can 
compete for Norwegian 🇳🇴
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• Norwegian data (Dataset size: 139.82 GB)

o Norwegian mC4 web-crawled corpus: 96.71 GB (9.5 billion tokens)

o OSCAR web-crawled corpus: 4.96 GB (787 million tokens)

o Schibsted: 6.9 GB (1.08 billion tokens)

o National Library dataset: 29.45 GB (4.49 billion words)

o Social media: Norwegian tweets (602 MB, 180.49 million tokens)

Norwegian reddits (500 MB, 86.74 million tokens)

• Danish Common Crawler Dataset: 16.18 GB (2.5 billion tokens)

• Swedish Common Crawler Dataset: 19.43 GB (2.9 billion tokens)

• German Common Crawler Dataset: 10 GB (1.4 billion tokens)

• English Common Crawler Dataset: 12.37 GB (2 billion tokens)

NorwAI GPT-23B Training Corpora



• Data Pre-processing
o Data clean pipeline

o Removing sensitive information (username, email, url, etc.)

o Removing emoji

o Removing special characters & symbols

o Deduplicating within & across the corpuses

NorwAI GPT-23B Training Corpora

Preparation and 
obtaining source files

Converting 
to json

Cleaning sensitive
& noise data

Collation and 
Deduplication

Creating the 
dataset



NorwAI GPT Language Model Training
• NorwAI GPT Models

NorGPT-318M NorGPT-3B NorGPT-23B NorGPT-40B

#Parameters

#Layers

#Attention heads

#Hidden unit size

Context window

Training data size

318.6 Million 2.95 Billion 23.03 Billion 40 Billion

24 32 49

16 32 64

1024 2688 6144

1024 2048 2048

13 GB 196 GB 196 GB

Vocabulary size 30,000 64,000 64,000

Convergence time 1 week 4 weeks 3-4 months

?

?

?

?

> 196 GB

?

?



NorwAI GPT Language Model Training

• Training Setting: 

o 28 x NVIDIA A100 SXM 80GB 
GPUs

o 20 TB Memory

o GPT-2 implementation 
from Microsoft/Megatron-
DeepSpeed

• Checkpoint of around
(Huggingface version):

o 1.4 GB (318M Model)

o 6.2 GB (3B Model)

o 93 GB (23B Model)



Benchmarking
• NorwAI is developing a comprehensive benchmark set for Norwegian 

generative language models
o Translation from English supervised datasets

o Collection of manually annotated datasets

o Still work in progress

Conversational agent Norwegian Persona-Chat dataset (26.3 MB)

Text summarization
Norwegian CNN/Dailymail (532 MB)

Norwegian News Summaries (in progress)

Question answering Norwegian Free-Style QA (in progress)



NorwAI GPT Language Model Applications
[1] Xing, Yujie and Peng Liu. "Prompt and Instruction-Based 
Tuning for Response Generation in Conversational Question 
Answering", to appear in NLDB 2023.
https://github.com/yujie-xing/Multi-Turn_QA_Prompt

[2] Liu, Peng, Lemei Zhang, and Jon Atle Gulla. "Pre-train, 
prompt and recommendation: A comprehensive survey of 
language modelling paradigm adaptations in recommender 
systems." arXiv preprint arXiv:2302.03735 (2023).
https://github.com/liupeng9966/LMRS

[3] Social Robot in NorAI. 

NorGPT

Chatbot

News Generation

Question 
Answering

News Summarisation

Personalized 
Recommendation

https://github.com/yujie-xing/Multi-Turn_QA_Prompt
https://github.com/liupeng9966/LMRS


CNN.COM : CNN reporters and contributors to CNN in Hong Kong
gather in front of the U.S. presidential election in South Korea in
March, 2013.(Photo: KCNA/Jason K. Smith, AFP Photo)

Something generated from NorGPT-3B…

CNN.COM : CNN reporters and contributors to CNN in Hong Kong
gather in front of the U.S. presidential election in South Korea in
March, 2013.(Photo: KCNA/Jason K. Smith, AFP Photo)

Norwegian:

English:



Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Fine-tune 
the pre-
trained 

model with 
human 

prompts

Train 
reward 
modal 

(RW) with 
human 
ranking

Update the 
fine-tuned 
LLM with 
RW from 

step 2

RWLLM Output LLM

RW

NorGPT-3B Instruct Tuning



• Norwegian supervised translation dataset: 

▪ News Summarization dataset from 

CNN/Dailymail

▪ 1.18G, 128,354 prompts in total

▪ 1 phase: 18,336 articles

▪ 2 phase for ranking: 55,008 articles

▪ 3 phase: 55,008 articles

Step 1: Fine-tune with human 
feedback

Step 1

LLM



Recruit 
participant
s for small 
samples to 

get start

Human Feedback Collection
Step 2

RW



Recruit 
participant
s for small 
samples to 

get start

Human Feedback Collection
Step 2

RW



Automatic 
the 

process

Human Feedback Collection
Step 2

RW

Semantic 
similarity

Ground-truth 
summary

Generated 
summary

Ranking 
score

Ranking 
score



Baseball Hall of Famer Bob Feller died Wednesday night in
Cleveland, Ohio, of acute leukemia, according to a statement from
the Cleveland Indians. He was 92. Feller was diagnosed with acute
myeloid leukemia in August and underwent surgery at the Cleveland
Clinic to implant a pacemaker in October. In mid-November, Feller
was admitted to hospital with pneumonia. The major leaguer was an
icon for Indians fans. “We in Cleveland have been blessed to have
him with us these many years.” Indians owner Larry Dolan said. To
say he will be missed is an understatement” Feller spent 18 years in
a Cleveland Indians uniform. He started 484 games, winning 266 of
them. Feller had a lifetime ERA of 3.25, threw three no-hitters,
including the only Open Day no-hitter in Major League Baseball
history, on April 16, 1940. In 1946, he pitched 36 complete games.
“Since 1936 he has been with us. For 75 years he has been a
contributing citizen, a model for all athletes and a friend to
thousands,” Dolan said. “As it should be in a larger sense, Bob will
always be with us. Not on Opening Day, not at Fantasy Camp, not in
the press box, but in our hearts.” Indians manager Manny Acta said
Feller was a special person. “There has never been a great with such
a connection to his original franchise,” Acta said. “When you think of
the Cleveland Indians, you think of Bob Feller and vice versa. He was
a true patriot and a great Hall of Famer. Boy, he loved the Indians
and we all loved him back.”

Case study
Baseball Hall of Famer Bob Feller døde onsdag kveld i Cleveland,
Ohio, av akutt leukemi, ifølge en uttalelse fra Cleveland-indianerne.
Han var 92. Feller ble diagnostisert med akutt myeloid leukemi i
august og ble operert ved Cleveland Clinic for å implantere en
pacemaker i oktober. I midten av november ble Feller innlagt på
sykehus med lungebetennelse. Hovedligaen var et ikon for
indianernes fans. “Vi i Cleveland har vært velsignet som har hatt
ham med oss i disse mange årene,”sa Indians eier Larry Dolan. “Å
si at han vil bli savnet er en underdrivelse.” Feller tilbrakte 18 år i en
Cleveland Indians uniform. Han startet 484 kamper, og vant 266 av
dem. Feller hadde en livstids ERA på 3,25, kastet tre no-hitters,
inkludert den eneste Open Day no-hitteren i Major League Baseball-
historien, den 16. april 1940. I 1946 spilte han 36 komplette kamper.
“Siden 1936 har han vært med oss. I 75 år har han vært en
medvirkende borger, en modell for alle idrettsutøvere og venn av
tusenvis,&quot; sa Dolan. “Slik det skal være i større forstand, vil
Bob alltid være med oss. Ikke på åpningsdagen, ikke på Fantasy
Camp, ikke i presseboksen, men i våre hjerter.” Indians-manager
Manny Acta sa at Feller var en spesiell person. “Det har aldri vært
en stor med en slik tilknytning til hans opprinnelige franchise,” sa
Acta. “Når du tenker på Cleveland-indianere, tenker du på Bob
Feller og vice versa. Han var en ekte patriot og en stor Hall of
Famer. Gutt, han elsket indianerne og vi elsket ham alle tilbake.”

Norwegian English



Case study

“Vi vil alltid savne Bob Feller” Faller døde torsdag kveld i Cleveland,
Ohio, av akutt leukemi. Han var 92 år gammel. I sin biografi, " The
Baseball Hall of Fame," skrev han at "han var den beste, den mest
lojale, den beste fansen og en meget god leder".

NorGPT generated summary (before fine-tune) NorGPT generated summary (after fine-tune)

“We will always miss Bob Feller.” Faller died Thursday night in
Cleveland, Ohio, of acute leukemia. He was 92 years old. In his
biography, "The Baseball Hall of Fame," he wrote that "he was the
best, the most loyal, the best fan and a very good manager".

Norwegian

English

Baseball Hall of Famer Bob Feller dør på akutt leukemi i en alder av
92. Feller ble operert ved Cleveland Clinic for å implantere en
pacemaker i oktober. Han ble innlagt på sykehus etter å ha utviklet
lungebetennelse. Feller tilbrakte 18 år på uniform.

Baseball Hall of Famer Bob Feller dies of acute leukemia at age 92.
Feller underwent surgery at the Cleveland Clinic to implant a
pacemaker in October. He was hospitalized after developing
pneumonia. Feller spent 18 years in uniform.

Norwegian

English

-0.18 -0.15Reward score



• Generative models such as LLaMA on the LUMI supercomputer

• Separate Bokmål and Nynorsk models

• Streamline the benchmarking workflow

• Evaluation metrics for news summarization

What’s next?
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